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space of Y can be Moore-closed, regular( I)-closed, or Urysohn( I)-closed. 
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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
If CP denotes some topological property, a p-space X is called P-closed if X is 
a closed subset of every B-space in which it can be embedded. When B = 9 +first 
countable, one sometimes writes ‘9(l)-closed’ instead of ‘??-closed’. Thus, by a 
regular(l)-closed space we shall mean a 9’-closed space, where 9 = first countable 
and regular. A space X is called an extension space of a space Y if Y is a dense 
subspace of X. All hypothesized spaces will be at least T, . 
Our purpose in this article is to present some results concerning (a) the structure 
of 8-closed spaces and (b) necessary and sufficient conditions that a p-space have 
a p-closed extension space, where 9 denotes one of the following: Moore space; 
developable and Hausdorff; semimetrizable and Hausdorff; first countable and 
regular; and first countable and Urysohn. In Section 2 several embedding theorems 
will be given. In Section 3 examples will be constructed which show ways in which 
the embedding theorems cannot be improved. One of these examples will answer 
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a question about the existence of P-closed extension spaces that was not answered 
in [18]. Some related results and open questions will also be given. 
A few definitions, conventions in notation, and references to known results are 
needed and are given below. For terms not defined here, the reader is referred to 
[12] or [24]. 
The set of natural numbers will be denoted N, and the cardinality of the set of 
real numbers will be denoted c. The first uncountable ordinal number will be denoted 
w, . The closure of a set A in a space X will be denoted by whichever of A, cl(A), 
or cl, (A) seems appropriate, and the interior of A will be denoted int( A) or intx (A). 
A space is called Urysohn if every pair of distinct points have disjoint closed 
neighborhoods. By a symmetric on a set X one means a function d : X x X + [0, ~0) 
which vanishes exactly on the diagonal and satisfies d (x, y) = d(y, x) for all x, y E X. 
A topological space X is said to be symmetrizable if there exists a symmetric d on 
the set X such that for every subset U of X, U is open iff for each XE U there 
exists e > 0 with Nd (x, e) = N(x, e) = {y E X: d (x, y) < e} c U, and in that case, d 
is called a symmetric for the space X; if, in addition, x E intx( N(x, e)) for every 
x E X and e > 0, then X is called semimetrizable and d is said to be a semimetric 
for the space X. (It is known that if d is a symmetric for a first countable I?ausdorff 
space X, then d is also a semimetric for the space X; e.g., see [9].) By a development 
for a space X one means a sequence {A,. . n E N} of open covers of X such that 
for each open set U and point XE U there exists n E N with st(x, 4,)~ 
U {M E JR,, : x E M} c U. A space having a development is called developable, and 
a Moore space is a regular developable space. It is well known that every developable 
space is semimetrizable, but there are regular, semimetrizable, non-developable 
spaces (one such example is described in Section 3). 
An open Jilter base on a space is a nonempty family 9 of nonempty open sets 
such that the intersection of any two members of 9 contains a member of 9. A 
point in n {F: FE 9) is an adherent point of 9, and if F has no adherent points, 
it is said to be free. A point p is called a t3-udherent point of a filter base 9 if 
v n P # 0 for every FE 9 and neighborhood V of p. A space X is said to be feebly 
compact [17] if any of the following equivalent conditions holds: every pairwise 
disjoint, locally finite family of open subsets of X is finite; every countable open 
filter base on X has an adherent point; and if “Ir is any countable open cover of X, 
then for some finite subset 9 of 2’, IJ 9 is a dense subset of X. A subset of a space 
is called a feebly compact subset if, with respect to the subspace topology, it is a 
feebly compact space. A space X is called locally feebly compact at a point p E X if 
p has a feebly compact neighborhood in X, and X is called locally feebly compact 
if it is locally feebly compact at each of its points. It is well known that in completely 
regular spaces feeble compactness and pseudocompactness are equivalent concepts. 
The following known results are straightforward and will be used: the closure of 
an open subset of a feebly compact space is feebly compact; a feebly compact subset 
of a first countable Hausdorff space is a closed subset of the space; a finite union 
of feebly compact subsets of a space is feebly compact; and if F is a feebly compact 
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set and 4 is an infinite, pairwise disjoint, locally finite family of open sets in a 
space, then for some finite subset 9 of 9, F n [IJ (9\9)] = 0. Theorems 1, 2, and 
3 summarize some other known results that we shall need. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a P-space. 
(i) Let 9 denote one of: Hausdorfl( regular, completely regular, zero-dimensional) 
and first countable [ 181; semimetrizable and Hausdor#[21]; or Moore [8]. Then X 
is P-closed if and only if it is feebly compact. 
(ii) lf 97’ =$rst countable and Urysohn [ 181, then X is P-closed provided that every 
countable open filter base of X has a O-adherent point. 
Theorem 2. (i) [ 151 Every Moore-closed space is separable. 
(ii) [21] Every Baire, feebly compact, semimetrizable space is separable. 
The next theorem was obtained in 1976 and is unpublished. An extension of it 
will be given in Section 3. 
Theorem 3 (R.W. Heath). Every regular, feebly compact, semimetrizable space is a 
Moore space. 
An additional result that will be used is the following. 
Lemma 4. Let X be a first countable Hausdorfl extension space for a space Y If V is 
any feebly compact subset of Y, then intY( V) c int, ( V). Thus any feebly compact 
open subset of Y is an open (and closed) subset of X, and any locally feebly compact, 
open subset of Y is an open subset of the space X. 
Proof. There exists an open subset W of the space X such that Wn Y = intY( V). 
Since V is a closed subset of X, W\ V is an open set of X which misses the dense 
subset Y of X. Thus W\ V = 0, which shows that WC V and hence int,( V) = 
Wn Y= WC V, i.e., int,(V)cint,(V). Cl 
2. Dense embedding theorems 
In [18] the author noted that every first countable Hausdorff space has a Haus- 
dorff( l)-closed extension space, but was unable to determine for certain other 
analogous properties P if every P-space has a P-closed extension space. In [19] 
the author proved that every locally feebly compact, first countable zero-dimensional 
space has a feebly compact, first countable zero-dimensional extension space. 
Recently, Terada and Terasawa [23] proved that every locally feebly compact (locally 
compact), first countable completely regular space Y has a feebly compact, first 
countable completely regular extension space X such that X is locally compact if 
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Y is. Thus, for 9 = first countable and zero-dimensional or 9 = first countable and 
completely regular, every locally feebly compact (= locally p-closed) p-space has 
a 9-closed extension space. They also modified an example of van Douwen and 
Przymusinski [S] and proved that there exists a first countable, zero-dimensional 
Tech-complete space which has no first countable, feebly compact, regular extension 
space. Their example thus negatively answered the question: Does every first count- 
able zero-dimensional space have a regular( 1)-closed extension space? 
In our first two theorems below, sufficient conditions will be obtained that certain 
p-spaces have ??-closed extension spaces, for the cases ?? = first countable and 
Urysohn and 9 = first countable and regular. 
First we need to give some terminology and the construction methods that will 
be used. 
Construction methods and terminology. Suppose we are given a topological space Y 
and a collection T of countably infinite, locally finite, pairwise disjoint families of 
nonempty open subsets of Y such that whenever 9, Y-E T and Y # 9, then there 
exists a finite family 9~ Y u y such that [U (Y\9)] n [U (S\S)] = 0. Choose 
distinct points ps C? Y, 9 E T. 
By the simple extension of Y with trace T we shall mean the set Y u { ps: T-E T}, 
denoted simply X, where a subset V of X is defined to be open if and only if: 
(i) V n Y is an open set in the space Y; and 
(ii) for each point ps E V, there exists a finite subset 9 of 9 with V 3 IJ (JT9). 
Ry the strict extension of Y with trace T we shall mean the same set X, but 
topologized as follows. For every open set V of the space Y, define 
V* = Vu { ps : for some finite subset 9 of 9, lJ (~1%) c V}, 
and let X be endowed with the topology generated by {V*: V is an open subset of 
the space Y}. 
Lemma 5. Let Y and T be as above. Then the following hold. 
(i) 0*=0 and Y*=X. 
(ii) For all open subsets V and W of the space Y, ( Vn W)* = V* n W*, and if 
V c W then V” c W*. 
(iii) Each of the simple extension and the strict extension of Y with trace T is a first 
countable Hausdor- extension space for Y. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is straightforward. 
Remark. Lemma 5 and the Construction Methods are special cases of the extension 
space techniques given by Banaschewski in [2]. Other such general constructions 
have also been developed and found useful, e.g., by Bell in [3] and the author in 
[ 18-221. 
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Theorem 6. Let Y be a Jirst countable Urysohn space in which the set B = {y E Y: Y 
is not locally feebly compact at y} is a countable nowhere dense set. Then Y has a 
Urysohn ( 1 )-closed extension space X. 
Proof. For each b E B let {V,,, : n E N} be an open neighborhood base for b such 
that each V,,, = V,,,,,. Let S = the set of all countably infinite, pairwise disjoint 
families of nonempty open subsets of Y such that: 
(i) for each 9~ S and S E 9, 5? is feebly compact; 
(ii) for each 9’~ S and y E Y, there exist a neighborhood V of y and a finite 
subset 9 of 9’ such that Vn cl[U (9’\9)] = 0; and 
(iii) for each YE Sand b E B, ifthere existsj E N for which S n V,,, # 0 for infinitely 
many sets SE 9, then there exist ke N and a finite subset 9 of Y such that 
u (Y\F) = Vt+k\ V,,,+, . Let T be a maximal subset of S such that whenever 9, 
FE T and Y f F, there exists a finite subset 9 of Yu y such that cl[U (9’\9)] n 
cl[u (S\s)] = 0. N ow define X to be the strict extension of Y with trace T. By 
Lemma 5, X is a first countable Hausdorff extension space for Y. We shall prove 
that X is also Urysohn(l)-closed. (By a similar proof one can also show that the 
simple extension of Y with trace T is a Urysohn(l)-closed extension space for Y). 
Before proving that X is a Urysohn space, we need to establish the following: 
(a) if V is any open subset of Y for which cl,(V) is feebly compact, then 
cl~(v*)=cl.(v); 
(b) if b E B and n E N, then clx (V;i,,) = cl y( V,,,) u V&; and 
(c) if F-ET then clx[(U ~)*]=(U{cl~T: TE~})u{~,~}. 
In order to verify (a), consider any open subset V of the space Y such that cly( V) 
is feebly compact. Because X is a first countable Hausdorff space, it follows from 
the feeble compactness of cl y( V) that cl y( V) is a closed subset of X. Thus 
cl,(V) c Y From the latter it follows that cl y( V) = Y n cl,( V) = clx( V), and since 
Y is dense in X, cl,( V*) = cl, ( V* n Y) = clx( V). Therefore, (a) holds. 
For (b), observe that if 9~ T and ps E clx( Vz,.) then by condition (iii) of the 
definition of S we must have P,~ E Vg,,\cl,( V&+,) for some k E N, and since 
{ VZ,,: n E N} is decreasing, n < k + 1 must hold, which shows that ps E V& c Vg,,. 
Thus [clx( V&)1\ Yc VZ,n, andsince Yncl,(V$,)= Yncl,(V,,,)=cl,(V,,,),one 
can conclude that cl,( VZ,,) = V& u cly( V,,,). Obviously, one also has clx( l&) 2 
V;r:,ucMV,,A. 
To prove (c), it follows from the local finiteness of y in Y (and the denseness 
ofYinX)that Yncl,[IJ9J*]= Yncl,(lJ~)=cly(IJ~)=IJ{cl,(T): TEE}. 
Now consider any point p7;, where ‘Ir# x There exists a finite subcollection 9 of 
9u”lr such that [U(~~S)]n[lJ(~r\g)]=0. Since clY(lJ9)=l._J{clV(F): 
FE 9) is feebly compact by (i), there is a finite subset 92 of “Ir such that (lJ 9) n 
[U(2r\%)]=0. Then [lJ(V\??)]n(lJ~)=0 and [lJ(~\%?)]*n(lJ~)*=0, i.e., 
py@ cl,[(u F-)*1. Thus, (c) holds. 
Let us now prove that X is a Urysohn space. Let x, y E X, x # y. If x, y E Y, since 
Y is a Urysohn space, it follows easily from (a) and (b) that x and y have disjoint 
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closed neighborhoods in X. If x E Y and y = p T, then there exist an open neighbor- 
hood V of x and a finite subset 9 of y for which cl y( V) n cl y[lJ (.T\S)] = 0; 
using (c) and (a) or (b), as well as the local finiteness of 9, one can then conclude 
that cl,(V*) and cl,([~(~\9)]*)=(lJ{cl~(T): T~T\9})u{p~} are disjoint 
closed neighborhoods of x and y. Finally, if x = pTy and y = P,~-, according to the 
definition of T there is a finite subset 9 of Yu y such that cl y[l_. (9’\.!+)] n 
clJU (flWl= 0, and so by (c) and the local finiteness of Y and 5, 
clxW (Y\Wl* and clx@J (S\Wl*) are disjoint closed neighborhoods of x 
and y. 
To prove that X is Urysohn( 1)-closed, we shall show that the condition in Theorem 
1 (ii) is satisfied. Consider an arbitrary countable open filter base “Ir on X, and 
suppose that “v^ has no &adherent point in Y. List the members of “Irl Y = 
{VnY: VECtr}as{W,:iEN}andforeachnENdefineC,=n{W,:i~n}.Since 
Y\B is a dense subset of Y and n {cly( C,,): n E N} = 0, there is a pairwise disjoint 
family {SO,, : n E N} of nonempty open subsets of Y such that for each n E N, 
s O,n c C,, and cl ,,( So,,) is feebly compact. 
List the members of B as {b, : i E N} and set PO = N. An inductive argument shows 
that the following holds. 
(#) There exist a family {P, : i E N} of infinite subsets of N and a family {S,, : i E N 
and n E Pi} of nonempty open subsets of Y such that for all i E N: 
(1) Pi_, 1 Pi, and if n E P, then Si-,,n 2 Si,, ; and 
(2) if these exists j E N for which Vb,,j n Si--l,n # 0 for infinitely many n E Pi-r, 
then there exists kE N for which IJ {Si,, : n E Pi}c Vr,,k\V,t,k+, .
For, suppose that t E N and {P, : i E N and i < t} is a family of infinite subsets of 
N and {S,,, : i E N, i < t, and n E Pi} is a family of nonempty open subsets of Y such 
that (1) and (2) hold for all i E N and i < t. 
If for all j E N, V,,,j has nonempty intersection with at most finitely many members 
of {Sr-1.n : n E P,_,}, then define P, = P,_, and S,, = S,-,,” for all n E P,. 
Suppose, instead, that for some j, Vh,,j has nonempty intersection with infinitely 
many of the sets in {S,_,,, : n E P,-,}. Since each S,_l,n = So,, = C,, there is a largest 
integer k E N for which V,,,, has nonempty intersection with infinitely many members 
of{S,-,,, : no P!_,}. Now define P,={nc P,_,: Vh,,kn S,_,,, #0 and Vh,,k+lnS,p,,, =
0}. For each n E P,, define S,,, = V,,,,, n Sr_l,n. 
Then {Pi : i E N and i s t} is a family of infinite subsets of N and { Si,, : i E N, 
i G t, and n E Pi} is a family of nonempty open subsets of Y such that (1) and (2) 
hold for all i E N such that i G t. 
Now let {Pi : i E N} and {S,,, : i E N and n E Pi} be as in (#). Let {n,} be a 
strictly increasing sequence in N such that each ni E Pii, and define Y = { Si,,, : i E N}. 
Since 7f has no B-adherent point in Y, it follows from (#) and the properties of 
{So,, : n E N} that YE S. By the maximality of T, there exists FE T such that 
for every finite subset 5 of Yu 9, 0 f cly[U (9\%)] n cly[lJ (s\@)]. Since each 
S , , c C,, = f-j { W, : j G n,}, ps is a &adherent point of v, and that completes the 
priof of Theorem 6. cl 
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One obvious corollary to Theorem 6 is: 
Every locally feebly compact, jirst countable Urysohn space has a Urysohn( 1)-closed 
extension space. 
In Section 3 an example will be given which will show that there exists a 
zero-dimensional Moore space Y such that the set B defined in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6 has cardinality c and Y has no P-closed extension space X for either 
9 = first countable and Urysohn or P = first countable and regular. 
Theorem 7. Let Y be a first countable regular space in which the set B = {y E Y: Y is 
not locally feebly compact at y} is countable, and there is a dense subset D of Y such 
that each point of D has a neighborhood base consisting of feebly compact open subsets 
of Y. Then Y has a regular(l)-closed extension space X. 
Proof. Our proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6 and will only be outlined. 
For each b E B, let {V,,, : n E IV} be an open neighborhood base for b such that each 
V h.n =cl( I’,,,,,). Let S= the set of all locally finite, countably infinite, pairwise 
disjoint families of feebly compact nonempty open subsets of Y such that for each 
YE S and b E B, if there exists j E N for which S n V,,, # 0 for infinitely many sets 
SE 9, then there exist k E N and a finite subset 5 of Y such that I., (Y\9) c 
V,,,\ V,,,,, . Let T be a maximal subset of S such that whenever 9, 9~ T and 
Y # y, there exists a finite subset 9 of Y u 3 such that [ IJ (9\ S)] n [U (J~S)] = 0. 
Now with respect to this set T, define X to be the strict extension of Y with trace T. 
By the previous proof and Lemma 4, the following hold: 
(a) if V is any open subset of Y for which cl,(V) is feebly compact, then V is 
an open subset of X and cl, ( V*) = cl ,,( V), and every feebly compact open subset 
of Y is an open and closed subset of X: 
(b) if b E B and n E N, then cl,( V&) = V&u cly( V,,,); and 
(c) if F-E T, then cl,[(U 9)*] = (U y) u {P,~}. 
Let us now verify that the space X is regular. Let x E Y\B and U be a neighbor- 
hood of x in X. There is an open neighborhood V of x in Y such that cl,(V) is 
feebly compact and cly( V) c U. By (a), V= V* is a neighborhood of x in X with 
cl,(V)c CJ. If x=bE B and rrE N, then V,,, ~cl.(V,,~+,), and so by (b), one has 
V& 3 cl,( I’:,,+,). If 9~ T and x =p, ‘i, it follows from (c) and the definition of S 
that {[U (y\%)]*: 9 is a finite subset of y} is a neighborhood base for x consisting 
of closed (and open) subsets of X. 
To prove that X is regular( I)-closed, it is enough to prove that it is feebly compact 
(Theorem 1 (i)). To accomplish the latter, suppose that Ce = {C, : n E N} is a pairwise 
disjoint family of nonempty open sets which is locally finite at each point of Y. 
Since Y is a dense subset of X and D is a dense subset of Y, there is, for each 
n E N, a nonempty feebly compact open subset S,,, of Y such that S,,, c C,,. Now 
proceed as in the analogous part of the previous proof, but require each set S,., to 
be feebly compact and open. The point subsequently obtained, pJ7, will be a point 
at which 5’2 fails to be locally finite. 0 
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In [ 16, Lemma 2.31, Reed proved that every locally compact Moore space which 
is zero-dimensional at each point of a countable dense subset can be densely 
embedded in a locally compact Moore-closed space X. Our next theorem shows 
that if one weakens part of the hypothesis of Reed’s theorem as indicated below, 
it is still the case that Y can be densely embedded in a Moore-closed space. 
Theorem 8. Let Y be a regular semimetrizable space in which the set B = {y E Y: Y is 
not locally feebly compact at y} is a countable discrete subset of Y, and there is a 
countable dense subset D of Y such that each point of D has a neighborhood base 
consisting of feebly compact open subsets of Y. Then Y has a Moore-closed extension 
space X. 
Proof. Let D = {di : i E N}, and for each i E N, choose a feebly compact open 
neighborhood D, of di in Y. For each n E N, define F, = U { Di : i E N and i c n}, 
and let F=lJ{F,,: HEN}. 
For each b E B let {V,,, : n E N} be an open neighborhood base for b such that 
each V,,, 1 cly( Vb,“+,). Let S = the set of all countably infinite, pairwise disjoint 
families of feebly compact nonempty open subsets of F such that each 9~ S is 
locally finite in Y and for each YE S and b E B, if there exists j E N for which 
S n Vb,j # 0 for infinitely many sets S E 9, there exist k E N and a finite subset 9 of 
Y such that U (Y\9) c V,,,\ V,,,,, . With respect to this S, define T and X as was 
done in the previous proof. If one slightly modifies the previous proof by requiring 
each So,, to also be a subset of F (which can be done since F is a dense open 
subset of Y), then one can show that this space X is a regular(l)-closed extension 
space for Y. 
To prove that X is a Moore space, it suffices by Theorem 3 for us to prove that 
the space X is semimetrizable. Let d be a semimetric for the space Y. We shall 
prove that d can be extended to a semimetric s for the space X. 
For each T E lJ T define m(T) to be the smallest positive integer n for which 
T n F,, # 0. Since B is a countable discrete subspace of a regular space, we can list 
the members of B in a one-to-one manner as B = {b, : i E N} and find a sequence 
{ ni : i E N} in N such that the family { Nd ( bi, l/n,): i E N} is pairwise disjoint. Now 
define s(x, y) as follows: 
(1) if(x,y)EYxYthens(x,y)=d(x,y); 
(2) if x=p, and YE Y\B then 
4x9 Y) = 
1 ifyElJ 9, 
l/m(T) ifyE TEE; 
(3) if x =pr and y = bi, then 
I 1 4x9 Y) = if xe? (int,[N,(b,, l/ni)])*, l/(j+l) ifja ni, 
and XE (intY[Nd(bi, llj)l)*\(int,[N,(b,, l/(j+l))l)*; 
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(4) if xE Y and y@ Y, then 




(5) if s(x, y) has been defined above, then define s(y, x) = s(x, y). 
The function s is certainly a symmetric for the set X. To prove that it is a semimetric 






if x = bi and n 2 n,, then N,(x, l/n) = Nd(x, l/n)u (int,[N,(x, l/n)])*; and 
ifx=p,,thentheset9={TEy:m(T) s n} is a finite subset of 9 for which 
N,(x, l/n) = [U (y\S)]*, and, conversely, for any nonempty finite subset 5!? 
of Zr, if namax{m(G): GE ‘3) then [IJ(S\%)]*= N.,(x, l/n). 
(The set 9 defined in (c) is finite since 9 is pairwise disjoint and locally finite, and 
hence at most finitely many members of 9 can have nonempty intersection with 
one or more of the feebly compact sets in {Fj : j E N and j d n}.) Next, note that 
for any x E X, a neighborhood base Vf for x in the space X can be obtained as follows: 
(a’) if x E Y\B, let V= {V: V is a feebly compact neighborhood of x in the 
space Y}; 
(b’) if XE B, let ‘V={(int,[N,(x, l/n)])*: n E N}; and 
(c’) if x =P,~, let “Ir= {[U (S\S)]*: 9 is a finite subset of y}. 
Finally, since d is a semimetric for Y, it follows from (a), (b), (c), (a’), (b’), and 
(c’) that s is a semimetric for the space X. 0 
Corollary 9. Every locally feebly compact, regular, semimetrizable space which is 
zero-dimensional at every point of a countable dense subset has a Moore-closed extension 
space. 
Our next embedding theorem shows that many semimetrizable (developable) 
Hausdorff spaces have feebly compact, semimetrizable (developable) Hausdorff 
extension spaces. 
Theorem 10. Let Y be a Hausdorfl semimetrizable (developable) space and V any 
(possibly empty) separable open subset of Y such that Y is locally feebly compact at 
each point of V. If Y\ v is of the$rst category in Y, then Y has a Hausdorff( l)-closed 
semimetrizable (developable) extension space X. 
Proof. Let D = {di : i E N} be a dense subset of V, and for each i E N let Di be an 
open neighborhood of d, in V such that cl,(D,) is feebly compact. Define F,, = 
U{Di:iENandian}foreachnEN,andF=U{F,:nEN}.Next,let{G,:nE 
N} be nowhere dense subsets of Y such that Y\ v = U {G, : n E N} and G,, = Gntl 
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for each n E N. Let S = the set of all countably infinite, pairwise disjoint, locally 
finite families of nonempty open subsets of Y such that for each YE S: (i) U 9’~ 
Y\ v and for each n E N,G, n S f 0 for at most finitely many sets SE Y; or (ii) 
U Yc F and for each S E y, s is feebly compact. With respect to S now define T 
as was done in the proof of Theorem 7, but let X be the simple extension of Y 
with trace T. 
By Lemma 5, X is a first countable Hausdorff extension space for Y. To verify 
that X is Hausdorff (1)-closed, consider any pairwise disjoint family 7f = { V,, : n E N} 
of nonempty open subsets of X which is locally finite at each point of Y. Let us 
consider two cases. 
Case 1: The set J = {II E N: V, n V # 0) is infinite. Since F is a dense open subset 
of V and each cl y (Di) is feebly compact, one can choose, for each n E J, a nonempty 
open subset S, of V, n F such that cl,( S,) is feebly compact. Let 9’ = {S,: n E J}. 
Clearly, Y E S, and so there exists y E T such that for every finite subset 9 of 9 u y, 
[IJ (9\%)] n [U (S\S)] # 0. From the latter it follows that 9 and hence 7f fail to 
be locally finite at the point ps. 
Case 2: The above set J is finite. Let K = N\J. For each n E K, V, n Y is a 
nonempty open subset of Y\cl,( V), and since G, is a nowhere dense subset of Y, 
the set W,, = V,, n [ Y\cl y( G,)] is a nonempty open subset of Y such that W, = 
Y\cl,( V). Define W = { W,, : n E K} and note that (i) holds and hence ?VCITE S. As 
above, there then exists a point ps at which “ur and, therefore, V fail to be locally 
finite. 
Now let us verify that the space X is semimetrizable (developable) if Y is. For 
each T E IJ T, define m(T) as follows: if T c Y\ V then m(T) = the smallest positive 
integer n for which T n G, # 0; and if T c V then m(T) = the smallest positive 
integer n for which T n F,, f 0. 
Suppose that d is a semimetric for the space Y. For x, y E X, define s(x, y) as 
follows: 
(1) if (x,y)~ Yx Y then s(x,y)=d(x,y); 
(2) if x = ps then 
( 
1 ify@(U y)u{xl, 
s(x,y)= l/m(T) ifyE TEE, 
0 ify=x; 
(3) if s(x, y) has been defined above, then define s(y, x) = s(x, y). 
It is easy to show that s is a semimetric for the space X. 
Finally, suppose that {A,, : n E N} is a development for the space Y. Then define 
K,=JKu{{P,>u(U{TE~: m(T) 2 n}): 9~ T} for each n E N, and note that 
(2, : n E N} is a development for the space X. q 
Before stating one interesting consequence of Theorem 10, some additional 
terminology and a lemma need to be given. 
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Lemma 11. Let U be a topological space, Wan open subset of U, and V = {p E W: U 
is locally feebly compact at p}. Then V is an open set. 
Proof. If p E V and F is a feebly compact neighborhood ofp in U, then clF[intw( F)] 
is feebly compact and hence int w( F) is a neighborhood of p in U that is contained 
inV. 0 
Now consider an arbitrary topological space Y. The following are established in 
one or more of [12, p. 201; 10; 241. The category of an open or dense subset of Y 
relative to Y is the same as the category of the subset relative to itself. If Y is a 
Baire space, then every open subset of Y is a Baire space. The union YM of all first 
category open subsets of Y has the following properties: the (possibly empty set) 
cl( Y,,,) is of the first category in Y and contains every first category open subset 
of Y; and the (possibly empty set) Ys = Y\cl( Y,,,) is a Baire space. The above 
notation for these sets will be used below, and we shall refer to Ys as the Baire 
part of Y. 
Corollary 12. Let Y be a semimetrizable (developable) Hausdorff space in which YB, 
the Baire part of Y, is separable, and there is a dense subset D of Ye such that Y is 
locally feebly compact at each point of D. Then Y has a Hausdor$“( 1 )-closed semimetriz- 
able (developable) extension space. 
Proof. Let V = {p E Ye : Y is localy feebly compact at p}. By Lemma 11, V is an 
open subset of Y. Since DC V and Ye is separable, V is a dense, separable open 
subset of Ye. Because Y\ vc cl( Y,+,), the set Y\ v is of the first category. Now 
apply Theorem 10. 0 
We conclude this section by giving some results concerning necessary conditions 
that a P-space have a P-closed extension space. 
The next theorem will be useful. Recall that a topological space is said to satisfy 
the countable chain condition if every pairwise disjoint family of open sets is 
countable. 
Theorem 13. Every semimetrizable Baire space satisfying the countable chain condition 
is separable. 
Proof. The second half of the proof of [21, Theorem lo] provides a proof of Theorem 
13. 0 
Theorem 14. (i) Let Y be a space which has a feebly compact semimetrizable extension 
space X. Then the Baire part of Y must be separable, and if Y itself is a Baire space 
then Y must be separable. 
(ii) If a discrete space Y has a feebly compact symmetrizable extension space, then 
Y must be countable. 
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Proof. (i) Since Ys, the Baire part of Y, is an open set in the space Y, there exists 
an open subset W of X with W n Y = Ye. Then clx( W) is a feebly compact subset 
of X, and since clx ( W) = cl, ( YB), cl, ( W) is also a Baire space. Therefore, clx ( Ys) 
is separable by Theorem 2 (ii), and so its dense subspace, Ys, must satisfy the 
countable chain condition. It then follows from Theorem 13 that YB must be 
separable. 
(ii) According to [20, Theorem 171, a feebly compact symmetrizable space with 
a dense set of isolated points must be separable. Since every isolated point of Y 
must be an isolated point of any T,-extension space of Y, it follows that any 
symmetrizable extension space of Y is separable, and thus Y must be countable. 0 
Using the next result, which is a slight variation on [ 14, Proposition 1.61, we shall 
give one corollary to Theorem 14. 
Lemma 15. Every locally feebly compact, regular space Y is a Baire space. 
Proof. If % = {U,, : n E N} is a sequence of dense open subsets of Y and U is a 
nonempty open set, choose a nonempty open set V, such that cl( V,,) is feebly 
compact and contained in U, and construct a sequence {V, : n E N} of nonempty 
open sets such that each cl( V,) = V,_, n U,,. Then by the feeble compactness of 
cl(v,), 0dXw9: nE NC wn W, which shows that n % is dense in Y. 
0 
Corollary 16. If a regular space Y has a feebly compact semimetrizable extension 
space, then the set V = {y E Y: Y is locally feebly compact at y} is a separable open 
subset of Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 11, V is an open set, and since Y is regular, V itself is locally 
feebly compact. Then by Lemma 15, V and every open subset of V are Baire spaces. 
Thus Vn YM = 0 and so Vc Y\cl( YM) = Ys. Now apply Theorem 14 (i) and obtain 
the desired result. 0 
The next theorem is a special case of a consequence of results due to Fitzpatrick 
[6], Green [8], and Reed [15]. 
Theorem 17. If a space Y has a Moore-closed extension space, then Y is separable 
and has a dense metrizable subspace. 
Proof. In [8] Green proved that every Moore-closed space is complete. In [6] 
Fitzpatrick proved that every subspace of a complete Moore space has a dense 
metrizable subspace. He also proved that each space Y which satisfies the countable 
chain condition and which has a dense metrizable subspace is separable. Since every 
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Moore-closed space is separable by Theorem 2, and every dense subspace of a 
separable space must satisfy the countable chain condition, Y has the stated 
properties. 0 
3. Examples and related results 
Recall that a subset D of a space X is said to be a conditionally compact subset 
of X if every infinite subset of D has a limit point in X. In 1930, Zippin [26] 
constructed a certain non-compact Moore space, and in [ 13, p. 66 and p. 3811 Moore 
noted that Zippin’s space had a dense conditionally compact subset. Green [8] 
proved that any Moore space having a dense conditionally compact subset is 
Moore-closed, and he pointed out that other non-compact, Zippin-like examples, 
such as the space q constructed in 51 of [7] (due independently to Isbell and 
Mrowka), are Moore-closed. Concerning the extent of Zippin-like spaces, Green 
asked the following question [8]: Does every non-compact Moore-closed space have 
a conditionally compact subset whose closure is not compact? 
For some time, so far as the author knows, little progress was made in determining 
how different the structure of a non-compact Moore-closed space might be from 
that of a Zippin- or p-like space. In [22, Example 2.21 the author constructed a 
locally compact, zero-dimensional Moore-closed space having no dense condi- 
tionally compact subset, but that example did not answer Green’s question. Then 
in 1984 Zhou [25] proved that if Martin’s Axiom holds there exists a Frechet compact 
Hausdorff space X containing a point p and a feebly compact, non-closed subset 
Y such that X = Y u {p}. Last summer P.J. Nyikos discovered that the space Y can 
easily be shown to be a Moore space, and, therefore, Y is a non-compact Moore- 
closed space in which every conditionally compact subset has compact closure. 
Thus, if Martin’s Axiom is assumed, then Green’s question has a negative answer. 
The Nyikos-Zhou example (see also [4]) and the one in [22] suggest that non- 
compact Moore-closed spaces can be very un-Zippin-like. In this section we construct 
some examples which provide additional information about the structure of p-closed 
spaces, for the properties 8 considered earlier, and these examples will also show 
ways in which the embedding theorems of Section 2 cannot be strengthened. 
Our first example is a modification of Terada’s and Terasawa’s modification [23, 
Example 3.21 of an example due to van Douwen and Przymusiriski [5]. It shows 
that the requirement in Theorems 6 and 7 (Theorem 8) that the set B be a countable 
nowhere dense (and discrete) subset cannot be replaced by the weaker requirement 
that B be a nowhere dense (discrete) subset of cardinality cc. The example estab- 
lishes the next theorem. 
Before stating it, let us recall that a space is called sequential if every sequentially 
closed set is closed. All symmetrizable spaces and, indeed, all weakly first countable 
spaces are sequential spaces [l]. 
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Theorem 18. There exists a zero-dimensional Moore space Y which has the following 
properties. 
(i) The set I of isolated points of Y is a countable dense subset of Y. 
(ii) The set B = {y E Y: y & any feebly compact open subset of Y} equals Y\I, has 
cardinality c, and is a discrete subset of Y. 
(iii) If X is any sequential Urysohn extension space of Y, there is a free, countable 
jilter base of open-and-closed subsets of X, and hence X cannot be: Moore-closed; 
regular(l)-closed; Urysohn( 1)-closed; or symmetrizable and feebly compact. 
(iv) Y does have a Hausdorfl( 1) -closed developable extension space. 
Proof. Let & be a family of infinite subsets of N such that Iti] = c and whenever 
A, A’ are distinct members of &, then An A’ is finite. Let %’ = {C c N: both C and 
N\C are infinite sets}. List the members of % as {CA : A E Sp}. Let B = {p,+ : A E d 
and i = 1 or 2) be a set of points not in N x N such that if (A, i) # (A’, i’) then 
PA,i # P+,,,~,. Define Y to be the set B u (N x N), topologized as follows: each 
(m, n) E N x N is isolated; for any A E &, a neighborhood of pA,I is any set having 
the form 
VA,,,, = {PA,I~ u (A\F) x G, 
and a neighborhood of PA,2 is any set having the form 
VA,,,, = { PA,~) U (A\F) x (WCA), 
where in each case F is a finite subset of A. 
It is easy to show that Y is a zero-dimensional Moore space and that (i) and (ii) 
hold. Now suppose that X is an arbitrary sequential extension space of Y on which 
there exists no free, countable filter base of open-and-closed sets. By an argument, 
part of which is similar to one in [23], we shall prove that X fails to be a Urysohn 
space. 
Let {I, : n E N} be a pairwise disjoint family of infinite subsets of N. Since Y is 
a dense subspace of X, each (i, j) E Y is an isolated point of X. Take and fix n E N. 
The set {n} x I, is an open subset of X. If it were also a closed subset of X, then 
{{n} x (,I”\ F): F is a finite subset of In} 
would be a free, countable filter base of open-and-closed subsets of X. Therefore, 
there must exist a point x, E X\ Y and a sequence in {n} x I,, converging to x,. 
Choose an infinite subset J,, of I, such that every neighborhood of x, contains all 
but finitely many points of {n} x .I,. Let L, and R, be disjoint infinite sets with 
J,, = L, u R,. Now choose an A E ~4 for which CA = lJ {L, : n E N} and note that 
N\CAIU{R n : n E N}. Note also that for any finite subsets F and G of N, there 
exists k E A\( F u G), and SO xk E [cl,( VA,,,, )I n [clx( VA,Z,G)]. Thus, the Points PA.1 
and pA,2 do not have disjoint closed neighborhoods in X, and X cannot be a Urysohn 
space. 
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The last statement in Theorem 18 is true because Y with its dense subset V = N x N 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 10. q 
It is natural to ask: If a space Y is regular and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
10, can the space X always be constructed so as to be regular, as well as semimetriz- 
able and feebly compact? Theorem 18 shows that the question has a negative answer. 
The space Y in Theorem 18 is a Baire space. The next example shows that for a 
first category space Y, the question also has a negative answer. As pointed out in 
[22], it can also be used to show that for any cardinal number M there exists a 
Hausdorff, developable, feebly compact space X in which no dense subset of X 
has cardinality less than m. The latter is in direct contrast with Reed’s theorem that 
every Moore-closed space is separable. 
Theorem 19. There exists a zero-dimensional metrizable space Y which has the following 
properties. 
(i) The space Y is of theJirst category. 
(ii) No extension space of Y is regular, semimetrizable, and feebly compact, 
(iii) Y does have a Hausdorfl(l)-closed developable extension space X such that X 
is of the first category. 
Proof. Let m be a cardinal number such that m 2 w,. Endow the set m with the 
discrete topology, let Q be the set of rational numbers with its usual topology, and 
define Y to be the product space m x Q. Then Y is a zero-dimensional metrizable 
space, and (i) certainly holds. Since m 2 w,, Y obviously fails to satisfy the countable 
chain condition. Since every regular, semimetrizable, feebly compact space is Moore- 
closed, and every Moore-closed space is separable, it follows that (ii) holds. To 
verify (iii), note that Y satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 10, if one takes V=O. 
Furthermore, since the space X in the proof of Theorem 10 is a simple extension 
of Y, then Y is an open subset of X, and so X itself is of the first category. q 
The next example shows the following: 
(a) the word ‘regular’ cannot be weakened to ‘Hausdorff’ in Heath’s theorem 
that every regular, feebly compact, semimetrizable space is developable; 
(b) the requirement in Theorem 8 that the set B be a countable, discrete, nowhere 
dense subset cannot be replaced by the weaker requirement that B be a nowhere 
dense subset of cardinality soI; and 
(c) there exists a Baire, regular space Y satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 10 
such that no extension space of Y is developable. 
Theorem 20. There exists a zero-dimensional semimetrizable space Y which has the 
following properties. 
(i) The set I of isolated points of Y is a countable dense subset of Y. 
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(ii) The set B = (y E Y: y .& any feebly compact open subset of Y} equals Y\I and 
has cardinality w, . 
(iii) Y and, hence, every extension space of Yfail to be developable. 
(iv) Y has a Hausdo@( 1) -closed semimetrizable extension space. 
Proof. Our example is similar to L. McAuley’s well-known ‘bow tie’ space. Let F 
be a subset of [0, 11 of cardinality w1 such that F and the complement of F are 
dense subsets of [0, 11, where [0, l] has its usual topology, and led {di : i E N} be a 
dense subset of F. Let Y be the subset of [0, l] x [0, l] given by Y = (F x (0)) u 
{(di, l/n): is n and n E N}, topologized as follows: each point (di, l/n)E Y is 
isolated; and for any point (f, 0) E Y and n E N, the set 
R[(f, O), nl = 1(x, Y) E Y: Y c Ix -A < l/n) 
is a neighborhood of (f; 0). 
By applying Theorem 3.2 in [ll], it is easy to verify that Y is a semimetrizable 
space. It is straightforward to show that Y is zero-dimensional, and that the 
statements (i) and (ii) hold. One proof of (iii) is similar to a proof that McAuley’s 
space fails to be developable: Assume that {A,, : n E N} is a development for the 
space Y. For each f E F choose nf~ N such that R[(f; 0), 112 st[(f; O), ~$1, and 
choose and fix some n E N for which the set G = {f E F: nf = n} is uncountable. 
Note next that for each g E G, st[(g, 0), J&] c R[(g, 0), 11, and from this it follows 
that for all g E G, one has st[(g, 0), A,,] n G = {g}. Thus G x (0) is an uncountable 
discrete subset of F x(O), which is impossible since the usual topology on F x(O) 
is the same as the topology F x (0) inherits from the space Y. Finally, to verify (iv), 
if one takes V = I then Y\ v = 8, and so the hypothesis of Theorem 10 is satisfied. 
Remark 21. If one modifies the previous proof by taking F to be the Cantor set in 
[0, 11, then the space Y produced will also be a-compact, and all the statements 
in Theorem 20 will hold for that Y, except that the set B defined in (ii) will have 
cardinality c. 
The space X in Theorem 20 shows that not every Hausdorff, feebly compact, 
semimetrizable space is developable, and it also shows that not every Hausdorff, 
locally feebly compact, semimetrizable space is developable. On the other hand, it 
follows from Corollary 9 that every zero-dimensional, separable, locally feebly 
compact, semimetrizable space is a Moore space, and Reed [16] pointed out that 
Heath’s characterizations in [ 1 I] show that every locally compact, semimetrizable, 
Hausdorff space is a Moore space. The next theorem extends these two results and 
Theorem 3 as well. 
Theorem 22. Every regular, locally feebly compact, semimetrizable space Y is a Moore 
space. 
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Proof. We shall use Heath’s Theorem 3.6 in [ll] to prove that Y is a Moore space. 
According to it, if a regular space Y has a base se= {g,(y): y E Y and n E N} such 
that the following conditions hold: 
(A) (i) each {g,(y): n E N} is a neighborhood base fory and each g,(y) 1 g,+,(y); 
and (ii) for every point y E Y and sequence {x,} in Y if y E g,(x,) for all 
nEN then x,+y. 
if y E Y, R is an open neighborhood for y, and {x,} is a sequence in Y such 
that for each n, y E g,(x,) and there is an rn3 n with cl[g,(x,)] c g,(x,), 
then there is an i with g,(x,)c R. 
Then Y is a Moore space. Let us show that Y has such a base 9. 
Let d be a semimetric for the space Y Let y E Y. Denote by g,(y) an open 
neighborhood V of y such that V = N,,(y, 1) and v is feebly compact. Let k be a 
positive integer and suppose that we have already defined gk(y). Choose an open 
neighborhood W of y such that W c gk (y) n Nd (y, l/ (k + 1)) and define gk+, (y) = W. 
By induction we may thus define 9 to be the family {g,,(y): y E Y and n E N} so 
obtained. 
From the construction of $9 and the fact that d is a semimetric for Y it is clear 
that condition (A) holds. 
Suppose next that YE Y, R is an open set, and {x,} is a sequence such that the 
hypothesis of condition (B’) is satisfied. Choose a subsequence {x,,} of {x,} such 
that each g,,(x,J =cl[g,,+,(~~,+,)], and consider the open filter base 4= 
{g,,(x,,): i E N}. Clearly, y in 9. If z is any point of Y\(y), there exists nk with 
Nd(y, l/nk) n Nd(z, I/&) =o and from the latter and the definition of g it follows 
that z & g,, (x,,). Therefore, n {F: F E S} = n 9= {y}. Now choose an open neigh- 
borhood S of y with SC R. If F\S were nonempty for all FE 3, then {F\S: FE S} 
would be a free countable open filter base on the feebly compact space cl[g,,,(x,,,)]. 
Therefore, for some jE N, R = 3~ g,,(x,,), and the conclusion condition (B’) holds. 
We conclude by mentioning some questions the author is unable to answer. 
The examples discussed previously show that for ?? = first countable and regular, 
or p = first countable and Urysohn, even if a p-space Y has a dense locally feebly 
compact subset, it need not be the case that Y has a g-closed extension space. 
According to Theorem 6, however, every locally feebly compact, first countable 
Urysohn space does have a Urysohn(l)-closed extension space. 
Question 23. Does every locally feebly compact, first coutable regular space have 
a regular( I)-closed extension space? 
The next question was also asked in [16]. 
Question 24. Does every locally compact separable Moore space have a (locally 
compact) Moore-closed extension space! 
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One can also ask the following. 
Question 25. Does every locally feebly compact, separable Moore space have a 
Moore-closed extension space? 
Question 26. Does every separable semimetrizable (developable) Hausdorff space 
have a Hausdorff( l)-closed semimetrizable (developable) extension space? 
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